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ABSTRACT

An externally air-cooled low-flow torch has been constructed and successfidly

demonstrated for applications in inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).

The torch is cooled by pressurized air flowing at - 70 L/rein through a quartz air jacket onto

the exterior of the outer tube. The outer gas flow rate and operating RF forward power are

reduced considerably. Although plasmas can be sustained at the operating power as low as

400 W with a 2 L/rein of outer gas flow, somewhat higher power and outer gas flows are

advisable. A stable and analytical usefid plasma can be obtained at 850 W with an outer gas

flow rate of- 4 L/rein. Under these conditions, the air-cooled plasma produces comparable

sensitivities, doubly charged ion ratios, matrix effects and other analytical merits as those

produced by a conventional torch while using significantly less argon and power

requirements. Metal oxide ion ratios are slightly higher with the air-cooled plasma but can

be mitigated by reducing the aerosol gas flow rate slightly with only minor sacrifice in

analyte sensitivity.

A methodology to alleviate the space charge and matrix effects in ICP-MS has been

developed. A supplemental electron source

ionizer is added to the base of the skimmer.

adapted from a conventional electron impact

Electrons supplied from this source downstream

of the skimmer with suitable amount and energy can neutralize the positive ions in the beam

extracted from the plasma and diminish the space charge repulsion between them., As a

result, the overall ion transmission efficiency and consequent analyte ion sensitivities are

significantly improved while other important analytical aspects, such as metal oxide ion ratio,

doubly charged ion ratio and background ions remain relatively unchanged with the
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operation of this electron source. This technique not only improves the ion transmission

efficiency but also minimizes the matrix effects drastically. The matrix-induced suppression

of signal for even the most troublesome combination of light analyte and heavy matrix

elements can be attenuated from 90-99 0/0 to only 2-10 0/0 for 2 mM matrix solutions with an

ultrasonic nebulizer. The supplemental electron current can be adjusted to “titrate” out the

matrix effects as desired.

—
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CHAPTER 1. GENEIML INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction in 1980 [1], inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(ICP-MS) has revolutionized the practice of trace elemental and isotopic analysis with its

exceptional analytical capabilities.

capability with high sensitivity and

These attractive features include a multielement analysis

selectivity, superior detection power with detection limits

in the part per trillion (ppt) range, a large linear dynamic range (6-8 orders of magnitude),

broad elemental coverage, a relatively intefierence-free and simple mass spectrum, as well

the ability to perform a rapid and high precision semiquantitative analysis [2-6]. Through

as

these virtues along with advancements in instrumentation, ICP-MS has established a

prominent position for applications in various fields including geological chemistry,

environmental chemistry, biological and clinical chemistry, semiconductor industry, nuclear

chemistry, and forensic science [7-3 1].
.

Like any other analytical technique, problems and limitations associated with ICP-

MS have been discovered over the course of its development. While most of these have been

thoroughly studied and accounted for, there are still some challenging dilemmas to encounter

and room for improvement in the world of ICP-MS research. One obvious obstacle of the

technique, apart from its inevitable costly capital investment, is the high operating cost

largely attributed to the high argon consumption (15-18 L/rein). While most manufacturers

strive to reduce the capital cost of their instruments, the running expense of the plasma has

often been overlooked and not taken seriously. Another area of concern is the space charge

effects in the ion extraction process. The space charge repulsion between ions in the

extracted ion beam commonly results in a loss of analyte ions, amass discrimination of
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analyte responses, and matrix effects that deteriorate the analysis of matrix-rich samples to

some extent. These two problems will be discussed and studied more extensively in this

dissertation.

ICP-MS Instrumentation

The ICP is an electrical discharge of gas, typically argon, at atmospheric pressure

sustained inside a torch by the energy supplied from a radio frequency (27.12 or 40.68 MHz)

generator. The ICP torch, schematically illustrated in Figure 1, comprised of three concentric

quartz tubes, through which corresponding argon flows (outer, auxiliary, and aerosol or

nebulizer flow) are introduced. The open end of this torch is encircled by a series of water-

cooled copper loops, known as the load coil, through which the energy of typically 1000-

1500 W is coupled to the plasma. The plasma is initiated by a spark from a Tesla coil which

produce “seeded” electrons to interact with the fluctuating magnetic field where electrical

energy (RF power) is converted into kinetic energy of electrons. These energetic electrons

repeatedly collide with and ionize argon from the outer gas flow (14-1 6 L/rein) to form a

stable plasma within a zone known as the induction region. Samples are introduced by the

nebulizer gas flow (1-1.5 Lhnin) through the injector tube to the plasma. This flow punches

a hole, commonly referred to as the central channel, and delivers samples through the center

of the plasma where they are vaporized, dissociated, atomized and eventually ionized to form

abeam of predominantly singly charged atomic ions. Although the temperature in this

region is relatively cool, it is sufficient to produce a nearly complete ionization of most

elements and a significant population of ions of others witi:figher ionization energy. The

auxiliary gas flow, typically 1 L/rein, is introduced to the inner annular space of the tbrch to
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the ICP [3].
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help stabilize the plasma and keep it from melting the injector tube.

Ions created in the atmospheric pressure plasma are then extracted into a mass

analyzer. The operation of mass spectrometers stipulates that the pressure must be

maintained under relatively high vacuum (less than 5 x 10-5torr), therefore, a differentially

pumped vacuum chamber is necessary. A schematic diagram of a typical ICP-MS system

with a quadruple mass analyzer is depicted in Figure 2.

Torch

Sampler Skimmer Mass Analyzer

/
T

~’

.‘\

ICP’
Detector

Ion Lenses

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a typical ICP-MS system.
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The mass spectrometer consists of three pumping stages. Ions are extracted through

the sampler orifice into the first vacuum stage where the pressure is reduced to approximately

1 torr. The ion beam is then extracted firther by the skimmer into a second vacuum stage

where the pressure is roughly 104 torr. Analyte ions from the extracted beam are

subsequently focused and transported through a series of ion lenses into the third vacuum

stage where the pressure is typically maintained below 5 x 10-5 torr during the course of

operation. Stationed inside this high vacuum stage is a mass analyzer where ions are

resolved according to their mass to charge ratios. Though a variety of mass anaIyzers can be

utilized, the quadruple mass filter is the most commonly used device owing to its

robustness, reliability, affordability and ease of operation. With the quadr&pole, ions of only

one desired m/z are transmitted at a time while the others experience unstable ion trajectories

and are lost. Upon leaving the mass filter, the mass resolved ions are then measured by the

detector and signals are further processed for data analysis.

ICP Torch and Gas Flow Requirements

ArI earlier version of the ICP torch required argon flow as much as 40 L/rein and

extremely high RF power(15 kw) for its operation. A major breakthrough in the ICP torch

design came about when Wendt and Fassel [32] pioneered a three-tube torch that can be

operated with a total flow of roughly 15-20 L/rein and less than 2 kW of RF power.

Although the argon consumption is still high, this Fassel torch has persisted to date and is

widely used in most commercial ICP systems. It has been estimated that the average cost of

argon consumption for atypical ICP system in the U. S., where relatively inexpensive argon

is widely available, is approximately $18,000 per year based on regular usage (40 hours per
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week) and as much as $50,000 for heavy usage [33]. This economic factor undoubtedly

prompted concerns to many users about the affordability of the technique and triggered

several studies of torch design during 1970s and 1980s.

The majority of argon consumption is the outer gas flow (14-16 L/rein) which is

introduced tangentially through the outer annular space to sustain the plasma and cool the

torch. This flow produces a high-speed vorticular stream of gas to shield the plasma from the

outer tube and prevent the torch from melting. The reduction of the outer gas flow has been

the main focus in all torch design studies since the majority of this ffow is simply wasted to

create the protective shield for the torch. Moreover, an unnecessarily large fraction of RF

power is wasted through heating this excessive flow [34]. A sufficient protective shield can

be maintained at a substantially lower volume when the swirl velocity is increased. This can

be achieved by either using a narrow directional nozzle to introduce the outer gas [35] or

reducing the outer annular space of the torch [36]. Argon consumption can also be

diminished by decreasing the overall physical dimension of the plasma, i.e. the torch. A

series of reduced-size torches have been developed and evaluated for both ICP emission

spectrometry and ICP-MS [37-40]. These torches are capable of sustaining a stable plasma

with approximately 7-12 L/rein of outer gas flow and 0.5- 1.3 kW of RF power.

All of the modified torches discussed above have a limitation in that a certain level of

the outer gas flow (7-1 OL/rein pending the operating power) must be retained in order to

provide a sufficient protective shield to the torch. To break this barrier, different ,means of

torch cooling were considered. Some types of jacket surrounding the outer tube is used as a

pathway for cooling media to circulate the torch and cool the outer tube wall externally.

Water has been used successfully to cool the torch [41-42] which reduce the outer gas flow
.
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rate to as low as 1 L/rein. Water is an extreme cooling medium, with a heat transfer

coefficient of 104 W/m2 K from water to silica [43], and is capable of keeping the torch wall

cool even with such a low flow. Nonetheless, it is too effective as a substantial portion of the

input power is uselessly drained away through heating this water. Furthermore, the

formation of a bubble in the water jacket can easily lead to the melting or explosion of the

torch. Taking this power efficiency and safety into consideration, air offers an excellent

compromise as has been demonstrated by de Galan and coworkers [44-45]. Also put in to

test is the use of a high-temperature resistant ceramic as an alternate material for ICP torch.

Boron nitride was incorporated as a segment of the outer tube to radiatively release the heat

from the plasma operated with 600 W RF power and only 1 L/rein outer gas flow, but was

discouraged by its perform~ce and short lifetime [46].

These low-flow torches have satisfied the economical criteria in terms of argon

consumption and, for most, power requirement. Unfortunately, analytical capabilities of

these plasmas have always deteriorated in one way or another. Clearly, the acceptance of a

low-flow torch will not be justified only by its economical achievement but more importantly

by its analytical merits. The ultimate goal of this study is the demonstration of a low-flow

torch for ICP-MS with no compromise in analytical performance.

Space Charge and Matrix Effects

When the plasma is extracted into a vacuum chamber through the sampler, a

supersonic jet is formed. The extracted plasma, as a quasineutral mixture of neutral atoms

and roughly equal numbers of ions and electrons, expands supersonically into a collision-free

region known as the zone of silence. The centerline flow is further extracted through the
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skimmer into the second vacuum stage. While the ion beam progresses through the skimmer,

the quasineutral state breaks down as positive ions are drawn toward the ion lenses while the

electrons are repelled. As a result, a space charge or a net charge imbalance develops in the

beam. For a sufficiently intense beam, the electrostatic repulsion between ions easily

overwhelms the applied electrostatic field from the ion lenses, resulting in a radial expansion

or defocusing of the ions. This defocusing phenomenon is commonly referred to as the

space charge effect.

Olivares and Houk [47] were the first to state that the space charge effect occurs in

ICP-MS when they found that the ion current measured at the ion lens was much less than

that estimated from the gas-dynamic theory. The mutual repulsion between ions limits the

total number of ions that can be focused and collimated into a beam of a given size. The

maximum ion current, or space charge-limited current (I ~~, pA) of an ion beam that can be

transmitted through an ion lens is given by

I max = 0.93 (m/z)-in (D/L)2 V3’2

where ndz is the mass to charge ratio of the ion, D and L are the diameter and length of the

ion lens, and V is the ion kinetic energy in eV. For a cylindrical lens with D/L of 0,5 and

argon ions with kinetic energy of 3 eV, the calculated maximum current is 6 pA, similar to

the actual value measured at the base of the skimmer [48]. However, the estimated ion

current flowing through the skimmer is approximately 1.5 mA, several orders of magnitude

higher, which clearly indicates that a severe space charge does occur behind the skimmer.

The space charge effect generally results in the defocusing and loss of ions. It has

been estimated that, for a modern quadruple ICP-MS, as many as 50,000-500,000 ions in

the plasma are necessary in order to obtain a signal of one ion at the detector [49]. This low
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ion transmission efficiency has been largely attributed to the space charge effects in the ion

‘beam. Ion transmission under the space charge field is also a fimction of ion kinetic energy.

Ions with higher masses, i.e. higher kinetic eriergies, tend to stay more focused and are

transmitted more efficiently through the defocusing space charge field than lighter ions.

These effects can be illustrated more clearly by theoretical modeling of ion trajectories [48,

50] of the ion beam as depicted in Figure 3. The ions are shown emerging from the skimmer

at the left and traveling through three cylindrical ion lenses to the aperture plate at the far

right. In the absence of space charge field (Figure 3a) where ion current is very small, the

ions (Ar~ are nicely collimated and efficiently transmitted through the aperture plate. On the

contrary, under a space charge field of only 1.25 VA ion current (Figure 3b) the ion

trajectories are scattered and a substantial fraction of Ar+ are lost due to the defocusing

effect. Meanwhile, heavy ions (Tl+) with larger kinetic energy in Figure 3C clearly show

more tolerance to the defocusing under the same space charge field.

Poor ion transmission efficiency is not the only problem. Other drawbacks ICP-MS

suffers from the occurrence of the space charge effects include mass discrimination in the

analyte responses, a bias toward higher mass in isotope ratio measurements, a shift of ion

kinetic energy distribution particularly for the lower mass ions and most importantly, matrix

effects. Matrix effects are characterized by changes in analyte signal in the presence of

concomitant elements, which normally results in a signal suppression. The suppression is

most severe for light analyte ions in the presence of higher mass matrix elements .as a result

of the defocusing nature of ions under the space charge field. Matrix effects are the most

common yet challenging problems for many ICP-MS users as matrices are likely to be

unavoidable ingredients in the analysis of real samples.
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Figure 3.

a)

b)

c)

—— —

—— —

Theoretically calculated ion trajectories for a) Ar+ in the absence of space charge
field, b) Ar+ for an ion current of 1.25 pA through the skimmer orifice, and c) Tl+
under the same space charge field (1.25 pA). Potentials applied on the skimmer,
lenses El, E2, E3, and”aperture plate were 0,-12,-130,-12, and –12 V,
respectively. Only the upper haif of the ion beam paths are shown for clarity [50].
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This dissertation

Dissertation Objectives and Organization

is presented in three separate chapters, each of which stands alone as

a complete scientific manuscript with accompanying references, tables, and figures. The

general conclusions summarizing significant outcomes of the studies along with suggestions

for future research are presented in chapter 5.

Chapter 2 introduces a new air-cooled low-flow torch and evaluates its performances

for ICP-MS analysis. The torch is cooled externally by cooling air blown against the exterior

of the outer tube through an air jacket. As a result, the argon flow can be reduced

significantly. A plasma stability curve was determined and plasma operating parameters

were investigated. An analytically useful plasma can be operated at 850 W RF forward

power with an outer gas flow rate of 4-4.5 L/rein. This low-flow plasma produces

comparable sensitivity, metal oxide ions, doubly charged ions, background ions, and matrix

effects as a conventional system.

A new strategy to alleviate the space charge effects in the ion beam behind the

skimmer is presented in chapter 3. A supplemental electron source similar to an electron

impact’ ionizer is added to the base of the skirnrner. Electrons emitted from this source, with .“

appropriate current and energy, reduce the excess positive charge and the space chtige

repulsion between ions in the extracted ion beam when the quasineutral state breaks down.

The overall ion transmission efficiency and consequent analyte sensitivities are improved

drastically. Other analytical aspects possibly affected by the operation of this modified

electron-enhanced skimmer in ICP-MS were also investigated.

Chapter 4 describes use of the supplemental electron so~ce in the skknrner to

attenuate matrix effects. Signal suppression by the matrix is improved considerably when the
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electrons are supplied. Matrix effects can be attenuated to a greater extent by operating the

source under electron-rich conditions. A charge titration technique is developed in that the

operating conditions of the electron source are optimized with a matrix-rich sample to

accommodate the presence of concomitant elements prior to the analysis. The matrix-

induced suppressions of analyte signal are almost eliminated for practically all analyte and

matrix eIements by these measures.
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CHAPTER 2. AN EXTERNALLY AIR-COOLED LOW-FLOW TORCH FOR
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY

A paper submitted to Spectrochimica Acts Part B

Narong Praphairaksit, Daniel R. Wiederin, and R. S.’Houk*

Abstract

A low-flow torch specifically designed for inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (ICP-MS) was developed and evaluated. The outside of the torch is cooled

externally by pressurized air flowing at -70 L/rein through a fourth tube sealed onto the

usual “outer” tube of a standard minitorch. This external air flow merely cools the outer tube

of the torch and does not enter the plasma. Although plasmas can be sustained at operating

power as low as 400 W with a 2 L/rein outer Ar flow, somewhat higher power and flows are

advisable. A stable and analytically usefil plasma can be obtained at 850 W with an outer Ar

flow rate of- 4 L/rein. Under optimum operating conditions, the externally air-cooled

plasma produces comparable sensitivities, M2+/M+ signal ratios, matrix effects and other

analytical figures of merit as those produced by a conventional torch while using much less

argon. MO+~ signal ratios are slightly higher with the externally cooled torch.

Introduction

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a superior analytical tool

for elemental and isotopic analysis. Nevertheless, the number of ICP-MS instruments

currently in use remains limited. Apart from the capital inves~ent, the high operating cost

*Corresponding author
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represented mainly by argon consumption has made it somewhat unaffordable for smaller

laboratories. This is a crucial problem in undeveloped countries, where there are few or no

ICPS because Ar is either unavailable or too expensive.

These imitations have been recognized by a number of researchers who have

modified ICP torches to reduce operating costs. Most ICP-MS instruments use a totaI argon

flow of 15-18 L/rein and incident power of 1.0 – 1.5 kW. In a conventional ICP,

approximately 1 kW of the input power merely heats this large outer gas flow, while only

less than 20% of the power is required to atomize and ionize the”sample [1]. This argon flow

creates a protective shield to prevent the torch from being overheated by the plasma. The

outer gas also prevents entrai&nent of air, which produces strong molecular emission bands

in the traditional use of the ICP as an emission source. Thus, analytical ICPS for atomic

emission spectrometry (AES) are traditionally developed with high flows of outer gas [2-4].

These observations suggest that there is some room for developments in the torch

design to reduce both the power aid argon flow requirements. Several previous

investigations demonstrate concepts for reduction of Ar consumption that are employed in

the present work. Genna et al. [5] demonstrated that a swirl flow (angular velocity parallel to

the circular torch walls from the tangential introduction of the outer gas flow) is a critical

component to the stabilization of the discharge. With the use of a directional nozzle in the

coolant port to increase such velocity, they operated the ICP with the outer gas flow 30-400/0

lower than that required in the conventional arrangement. Similarly, the swirl velocity can be

increased when the annular separation between the outer and intermediate tubes (annular

spacing) is reduced [6]. The smaller annular spacing essentially forces the outer gas to travel

at a higher speed and directs it against the outer tube, thus cooling the torch more efficiently.
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This strategy decreases both argon consumption and the input RF power, since less

power is needed to heat the lower outer gas flow. The annular spacing, typically -1 mm for a

conventional torch, was optimum at 0.5 mm. A stable plasma could be sustained with 450 W

of RF power and 6 L/rein of outer gas flow for analysis by AES [7,8]. Under such

conditions, however, the plasma was substantially weaker (excitation temperature = T~XC=

4036 K, electron density= n. = 1.7x 1014cm-3) than a conventional one (T.., = 5575 K, ~ =

1.6 x 1015 cm-3). These compromises make these plasmas less desirable for the measurement

of elements with high ionization or excitation energy and more susceptible to problems with

matrix interferences [9] and solvent loading.

Argon consumption can also be minimized by reducing the overall size of the plasma

with a miniature torch. These “minitorches” (outer tube ID 13 or 9 mm) have been evaluated

and compared with a conventional torch(18 mm ID) for ICP-AES [1O-14]. The 0.5 mm

annular spacing was also incorporated in the design of these minitorches to promote the

cooling efficiency. A modified load coil with smaller ID was utilized to maintain coupling of

RF power. With these configurations the outer gas flow rates were diminished to

approximately 8-12 L/rein for the 13 mm torch and 7-8 L/rein for the 9 mm torch when

operated at 0.5- 1.0 kW of RF power. These smaller plasmas provide about the same

detection limits but are relatively cooler and are somewhat more susceptible to changes in

solvent load and matrix interference compared to the conventional system [13-14].

All of the modified torches mentioned earlier rely entirely on the cooling action of the

Ar flow in the ICP to keep the torch from melting. Therefore, a certain minimum outer gas

flow (at least,7 L/rein for a plasma operated at less than 1 kW for ICP-AES) must be

maintained in order to cool the outer tube. Consequently, further reduction of the argon flow
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requires some means for additional cooling. The cooling provided by the internal argon flow

toward the outer torch tube can be supplemented externally. Water is an obvious choice of

cooling medium and has been used to externally cool the outer tube of the torch for ICP-AES

[15-20]. A water jacket is built around the outer tube to circulate water and cool the tube

wall effectively. As a result, the argon consumption is drastically reduced. A stable plasma

reportedly could be sustained with the outer gas flow as low as 0.9-1 L/rein at 0.7- 1.1 kW RF

power [16,1 8]. Unfortunately, the economical benefit of this water-cooled torch is

compromised by its poor analytical performance. Detection limits and matrix interferences

are significantly worse than those obtained with a conventional torch, presumably due to an

inefficient coupling of RF power as the plasma and the load coil are separated further by a

water jacket. Furthermore, occasional bubble formation inside the water jacket can easily

result in local overheating and catastrophic destruction of torch. For these reasons, water-

cooled torches have not seen widespread use.

External cooling by air or some other inexpensive gas is another, less risky

possibility. Ripson and co-workers [21] constructed an unusual two-turn, flat-plated load

coil containing 5 air inlet ports for ICP-AES. A stream of pressurized air (50 L/rein) blows

against the exterior of a standard torch through these inlets to cool the outer tube. The Ar

outer gas flow can be reduced to as little as 0.75 L/rein at low power (0.5 kW). Nevertheless,

the plasma is visibly cooler and unstable under these conditions and the torch deforms

rapidly when the power is increased. The air-cooled load coil was later modified, into a

standard helical coil surrounded by an air j acket containing 14 air inlets for more effective

and homogeneous cooling [22]. With this refinement, the power can be raised up to 900 W

at 1 L/rein outer gas flow without melting the torch. Although the detection limits of
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elements with high energy emission lines and matrix interference are substantially improved

with higher operating power, the plasma obtained under this extremely low gas flow is

spherical and unstable, and the plume formed when the plasma exits the torch is severely

disturbed by air entrainment.

The majority of the low-flow torch research has been performed for ICP-AES; only a

few studies have been reported for ICP-MS. It has been estimated that in a typical ICP-MS

system the gas flow through the sampler is approximately 2 L/rein [23]. This flow by itself

exceeds the total gas flow of some low-flow’ torches [20-22]. Hence, the entire plasma is

extracted along with the entrained air, which leads to more complicated mass spectra and

serious interferences.

At very low flow and low RF power, the secondary discharge in ICP-MS is more

severe as well [24,25]. Thus, the outer gas flow rate, and consequently the power, for low-

flow torches have been kept higher in ICP-MS than in ICP-AES. A water-cooled torch was

used with some success for ICP-MS with 2.1 L/rnin outer gas flow at 1.1 kW RF forward

power [26]. Nonetheless, the spherical plasma obtained under these conditions appears to

have less ionization efficiency and produces an intense secondary discharge, which results in

high ion kinetic energies, more doubly charged ions and degradation of the sampler and

skimmer. Minitorches (both 9 and 13 mm) have also been used with ICP-MS by Hieftje et al

[27,28]. The 9 mm torch was operated at 7.5

optimum outer flow and RF power for the 13

L/rein outer gas flow and 850 W while the

mm torch were 8.3 L/rein and 1.35 ,kW

respectively. Sensitivities and detection limits of the elements with high ionization energy

are worse in the 9 mm torch but improve substantially with the 13 mm torch when used at the

higher RF powers. The levels of MO+ and M2+ions are either inferior or comparable to those
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obtained with the conventional torch. One additional shortcoming of these two systems is

that the analyte sensitivity is extremely sensitive to sampling position, aerosol gas flow rate,

and power. Optimizing signal for different analyte ions often requires different sampling

positions, so operating conditions must be adjusted for each element or groups of elements.

This previous work demonstrates valuable concepts for reducing argon consumption,

but no single method has seen widespread analytical use. In general, certain sacrifices in

analytical performance accompany the reductions in argon flow. A torch that can be

operated routinely with low to moderate argonflow with the same analytical performance as

h conventional ICP is still needed. In the present study a new externally air-cooled torch is

introduced specifically for ICP-MS. A stable plasma with analytical capabilities similar to

those of a conventional system can be sustained with 4 L/rein of outer argon flow at 850 W

RF forward power. This new torch exploits the fact that the signal in ICP-MS comes from

inside the axial channel at the tip of the initial radiation zone [29]. The plasma need not

stream out of the torch into the atmosphere. Thus, air entrainment is not a problem as long as

the tip of the sampler cone can be inserted flush with or inside the end of the torch. The

outer tube can be cooled largely by air passing along the outside, so the argon outer gas flow

can be reduced to the minimum necessary to maintain the proper shape and analytical

properties of the ICP.

Experimental

Torch design and cooling system

The new, externally air-cooled torch is illustrated in Figure 1. The actual ICP is

created in a commercial minitorch (ARL, Precision Glassblowing), which serves as the
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internal structure. The outside tube of this minitorch is referred to as the “outer tube” in

keeping with the usual nomenclature.

An air jacket made of quartz tubing(18 mm ID, 20 mm OD) is sealed onto the outer

tube from the end of the torch to just below the flared out portion of the intermediate tube.

The minitorch together with the air jacket has the same OD as a conventional torch, so it fits

well inside the usual load coil. The downstream end of the external air jacket is fused to the

rim of the outer tube. The upstream part of the jacket, on the contrary, cannot be fused to the

exterior of the outer tube without warping the inner surface of the tube. This perturbation

upsets the vortex flow of the Ar outer gas. Fortunately, this part of the jacket can be simply

glued onto the torch with a high-temperature resistant ceramic cement (Sauereisen ceramic

cement, Scientific Instrument Services). The external tube need not be high precision and

need not be fixed with high mechanical tolerance.

The external tube is equipped with a tangential air inlet port (5 mm ID) on the

upstream part. Four circular holes (2.5 mm diameter, equally spaced) are drilled near the

edge of the downstream end. Two of these holes are shown at the far left of the external

cooling tube in Fig. 1. Air from the laboratory pressurized air system is applied tangentially

into the air inlet at approximately 70 L/rein to cool the torch during operation. This air flow

exits sideways out of the four circular holes through the load coil to minimize interference or

air entrainment to the plasma. The length of the outer tube that extends beyond the

intermediate tube was reduced to 17 mm to allow a sampling position farther inside the

plasma. This was necessary to obtain the optimum signal from the smaller plasma created

with this torch at lower flow rates.
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In the subsequent discussion, the performance of the externally air-cooled torch is

compared to that of a conventional torch. The latter is a standard “Fassel” torch, 20 mm OD,

operated under conditions given in Table 1.

ICP-MS Instrumentation

The home-made ICP-MS device used throughout this study has been described

previously [30,3 1]. A slight change was made in the ion lens in that the conical electrode

(next to the extraction lens) was replaced by a tapered cylindrical lens. Sample solutions

were introduced at 1 mL/min uptake rate by a peristaltic pump (Minipuls 2, Gilson).

Aerosols are generated by an ultrasonic nebulizer (U-5000, CETAC Technologies, Inc.) with

a conventional desolator (heating temp. 140 ‘C, condenser temp. O‘C). The dried aerosol

was then transported with a Tygon transfer tubing (6 mm ID x 1.2 m long) to the torch

housed inside a home-made shielding box. The coupling box sat on a 3-dimensional

positioning device for fill control of sampling position.

A 27.12 MHz radio frequency generator with automatic impedance-matching network

(Type HFP-2500D, Plasma-Therm Inc.) was used to couple energy through a standard 3-turn

water-cooled copper load coil (24 mm ID) to the plasma. A reversed geometry load coil (i.e.,

high voltage on upstream end, downstream end grounded at coupling box with ground strap)

was used. Note that some secondary discharge persists with this load coil arrangement

[24,25,32].

All argon gas flows (outer, auxiliary and nebulizer flows) were precisely controlled

by a multichannel mass flow controller (Model 8284, Matheson Gas Products) with

individual mass flow transducers specifically calibrated for each argon flow. The quadruple

mass analyzer (QPS-638, Extranuclear Laboratories, Inc.) was operated with unit mass
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resolution. A multichannel analyzer (Turbo-MCS, EG&G Ortec), operated synchronously

with the quadruple, was utilized to acquire data in either a scanning mode or a single ion

monitoring mode.

Ignition and operating procedure

Ar gas

The plasma is ignited without external cooling air or aerosol gas flow using an outer

flow rate of roughly 10-12 L/rein and forward power of 1.3- 1.5 kW. The impedance-

matching network easily matches the load under these conditions. Thus, the process begins

with an ICP operated under conventional gas flow and power conditions.

Once the plasma is ignited, the external cooling air and nebulizer flow are applied and

the Ar outer gas flow and RF power are diminished gradually to the desired levels. This

conversion process from a conventional ICP to a very low flow one takes only -5 minutes.

Operating parameters, particularly nebulizer gas flow rate and ion lens potentials, are then

adjusted in the usual way to maximize the La+ signal from a 100 ppb La solution while

maintaining reasonable levels of LaO+ and La2+. Typical operating conditions are listed in

Table 1.

Samples

Aqueous solutions of the elements of interest were prepared by diluting ICP standard

stock solutions (1000 ppm, SPEX CertiPrep) to the desired concentrations, usually 0.1-1

ppm, with aqueous lVO HN03. Ultra purity nitric acid (ULTREX II, J.T. Baker Inc.) was

used in the sample preparation along with high purity deionized water (1 S MC1-crn) obtained

from a water purification system (Mini-Q Plus, Millipore).
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Results and Discussion

General observations

One major drawback suffered by the other air-cooled torches mentioned earlier

[21 ,22] is air turbulence in the plasma. In previous designs, the cooling air is blown directly

onto the exterior of the torch to keep it from overheating. At the end of the torch, part of this

cooling air is inadvertently deflected into the plasma, causing severe air entrainment and an

unstable, cool and less analytically useful plasma. This problem is minimized with our

current air-cooled torch. The holes in the end of the air jacket (Fig. 1) divert the cooling air

out sideways through the load coil behind the wall of the shielding box (Fig. 2b, 2c) with

little or no disturbance to the plasma.

As shown in Figure 2, the plasma obtained with this torch maintains the same basic

annular shape and characteristic tail plume as a conventional plasma. The tail plume

becomes shorter as the outer Ar flow rate decreases, and the plume does not stream out of the

end of the torch. This is not a problem as long as the sampling cone of the MS can be

positioned close enough to the end of the torch to extract ions before air becomes entrained.

Observation of the usual plasma zones by yttrium emission indicates that the normal

analytical zone (NAZ, Y’_blue emission) is also further upstream than usual under these

conditions (lower outer flow rates). This plume of analyte ~ ions expands radially as it

travels further downstream, so the normal sampling position (9 mm from the load coil) is too

far away. With a conventional torch, this sensitivity can generally be recovered by

increasing the nebulizer flow rate to “push” the tip of the initial radiation zone (IRZ) further

downstream to the sampling orifice. This tactic causes problems with the smaller plasma, as

the high nebulizer flow disturbs the ICP and destabilizes the signal. Therefore, the outer tube
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is shortened to 17 mm (beyond the end of the intermediate tube) to allow a deeper sampling

position (6 mm from the load coil). The ~ signal can then be maximized without using

overly high aerosol gas flow.

Plasma stability curve

After ignition and conversion to the externally-cooled mode, a stable plasma can be

sustained over a wide range of forward power and outer Ar flow rate. To best describe the

operating conditions under which a stable plasma can be operated, a “plasma stability curve”

like that described by Rezaaiyaan et al. [7], was implemented. The outer gas flow and RF

forward power are reduced decrernentally until the plasma extinguishes or the torch begins to

overheat (i.e., it glows orange). The minimum flow rates at each forward power determined

under such conditions are plotted on a power vs. flow rate curve (Fig. 3). This stability curve

essentially illustrates the minimum Ar outer gas flow rate required to operate a stable plasma”

without melting the torch at any given RF forward power. These minimum flow rates range

from 3.1 Lhnin at 650 W to 5.0 L/rein at 1000 W. At each power level plotted in Fig. 3, the “

minimum outer Ar gas flow required to keep the torch cool is substantially lower than that

necessary if the external air flow is not used. For example, at 850 W (i.e., the power used for

most of the subsequent analytical studies), the torch glows orange at 7 L/rein outer gas flow,

compared to 3.6 L/rein with the external air flow. Operating the plasma at a higher forward

power requires higher Ar flow, presumably to provide better cooling of the inner wall of the

torch and dissipate the higher heat levels. To provide a safety margin, the outer gas flow is

generally maintained 0.5- 1.0 L/rein above the minimum limit from the stability curve.

Note that the stability curve starts at a forward power of 650 W. The plasma can be .,

sustained at a power as low as 400 W with less than 2 L/rnin of Ar outer gas flow, but it
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becomes spherical. and unstable and is obviously too cool. These problems are similar to

those reported by the earlier versions of externally cooled torches at very low total Ar flow

[15-22]. Apparently, production of an ICP with the proper toroidal shape with a clear

channel through the center requires an outer gas flow in substantial excess of the aerosol gas

flow. On the other hand, a stable and robust plasma can be operated at a power above 1000

W with substantially higher Ar flow to keep the torch from melting. This is not our main

goal and has not been pursued further.

Effects of power and aerosol gas flow

With a new plasma, a search for analytically usefi.d operating parameters is obviously

necessary. Figure 4a displays the normalized Co+ signal obtained at various operating

powers. The aerosol gas flow rates are re-adjusted to produce the optimum signal under each

condition. The usual “mountain” shaped plot of M+ signal vs. aerosol gas flow rate is

obtained at each power level (Fig. 5) [33,34].

In Fig. 4a, the best obtainable signal gradually improves as the power is increased

between 650-850 W, with little additional improvement at higher power. The signal

precision, represented by the relative standard deviation (RSD, n - 200), is shown in Fig. 4b.

The RSD remains at 3-4’XOwhen the plasma is operated below 900 W but rises steeply above

950 W. This drastic rise can be attributed to the high aerosol gas flow rate required to

optimize the signal at higher operating powers (Fig. 5), which consequently degrades the

stability of the low-flow plasma. This observation is similar to those reported by, Ross et al.

[27] when a 9-mm torch was studied.

The rising trend of Co+ signal (ionization energy= IE = 7.86 eV) at lower operating

powers implies that the plasma may not be as hot and efficiently-ionized as a conventional
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plasma under these conditions. The trend clearly suggests that the ionization efficiency of

the plasma is raised as the operating power increases. Nevertheless, Fig. 4a shows that the

signal is nearly maximum at 850 W; presumably, this is enough power for the ionization

efficiency for Co to approach 10OO/O.This deduction is supported by measurement of the

signals for other elements. A solution containing 250 nM of Ga and As was utilized to

determine the relative degree of ionization (As+/Ga+) in the plasma with the air-cooled torch

at 850 W, compared to that from a conventional torch at 1300 W. The ratios were 0.474 for

the air-cooled torch and 0.475 for the conventional plasma, which suggests that both plasmas

have a similar ionization efficiency under these conditions.

Similar behavior was also observed for some other elements as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Elements with lower ionization energy (Rb, Sr and Mn) exhibit the same trends as Co. The

signal for As, which is not fully ionized in a conventional plasma due to its high IE (9.8 1

eV), continues to increase slightly after 850 Was the plasma becomes more robust.

However, operating the plasma under these extreme conditions is not necessarily beneficial

as the plasma and torch become somewhat unstable and the signal stability deteriorates from

that at the best aerosol gas flow rate (Figure 4b). At higher power the plasma tends to

produce more doubly charged ions as well.

The best signal to noise ratio (S/N) is obtained when the plasma is operated at a

forward power between 850-900 W, so 850 W is chosen as the primary operating condition

in subsequent experiments. The sensitivity for Co+ obtained under this condition (2.65x1 OG

counts. s-l .ppm-l) is similar to that produced by a conventional torch (2.38x1 OG

counts. s-l .ppm-l) operated under its typical operating conditions (Table 1), while the

precision is comparable as well.
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Under optimum conditions for both low-flow and conventional ICP, the Co+

sensitivities are almost the same under the two conditions, even though the aerosol gas flow

rate is significantly lower for the low-flow torch. With the ultrasonic nebulizer used, the gas

flow does not participate directly in droplet production. Even so, transport of droplets out of

the spray chamber would be expected to be higher at higher gas flow rate, so better

sensitivity at the optimum gas flow would be expected for the conventional torch. As shown

in Fig. 2, under the combination of power, aerosol gas flow rate, and sampling position that

maximizes analyte signal, the gap between the tip of the IRZ and the sampling orifice is 1 to

2 mm for either the conventional ICP or the new, low-flow version. A similar effect is

commonly seen on most ICP-MS devices. It seems like the top of the sensitivity “mountain”

generally corresponds to a sampling position just downstream from the tip of the IRZ for

many combinations of torch design and operating conditions. This position serves as a good

internal reference point for describing the performance of a variety of ICP-MS devices, like

the “OH bullet” [35] and other reference concepts described for ICP-AES [29].

Effect of auxiliary gas flow rate

Many low-flow torches do not require auxiliary gas flow [6,10-11,14,17-22].

Although the ICP used in the present study remains operational without the auxiliary gas

flow, this latter flow does affect precision and stability strongly (Fig. 7). The Co+ signal

increases slightly as the auxiliary gas flow rate is raised up to roughly 0.6-0.7 L/rein and then

reaches a plateau. On the other hand, the signal precision and consequent MN improve

greatly as the flow increases to 0.4-0.7 L/rein. The signal stability then becomes worse again

as the auxiliary flow is increased further. The best precision is achieved at 0.6 L/rein, hence,

this flow was subsequently incorporated in the primary operating conditions for all other
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experiments. The 3°/0 RSD achieved under these conditions is comparable to that obtainable

with this device with a conventional ICP.

Multielement optimization

One weakness of some previous low-flow torches is greater element-to-element

variability in optimum operating conditions than with a conventional ICP [27,28]. Figure 8

displays the influence of the nebulizer gas flow rate on the’normalized signals of various

elements across the full mass range in the periodic table. All analyte ions behave similarly

and maximize at the same flow rate (- 0.73 L/rein). The only apparent difference is that the

signals of La+ and ~ decline more extensively than those of the others as the flow is

increased beyond the optimum value. These elements form strong oxide ions (dissociation

energy, Do (LaO+) = 8.89 eV, Do (WO+) = 6.70 eV), which are especially abundant at high

aerosol gas flow [34,36,37]. Thus, the plasma obtained with this air-cooled torch does not

require individual optimization for different elements.

Under the optimum operating conditions, the sensitivities of various elements

obtained from the air-cooled torch were measured and are compared to those produced by a

conventional torch in Table 2. The optimum nebulizer gas flow rates used for the air-cooled

torch and conventional torch were 0.73 and 1.01 L/rein respectively. The sensitivities of all

analyte ions for the air-cooled torch were comparable to within 20°/0 of those generated by its

conventional counterpart, which further corroborates the preceding discussion about the

similarity of sensitivity if plasma conditions are adjusted so that ions are extracted from the

same spot relative to the IRZ.
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MO+ and M2+ ions and secondary discharge

ICP-MS users are always concerned about the formation of oxide and doubly charged

ions, especially with the low-flow torches. Excessive amounts of MO+ and M2+ ions create

potential interferences; M2+ ions also indicate the presence of a secondary discharge, which

increases the ion kinetic energy and degrades the sampling cone, as shown in the study of a

water-cooled torch [26]. In the current investigation, no such visual discharge was observed

under the typical operating conditions. Lanthanum produces both MO+ and M2+ significantly

and is therefore selected as a representative element for studying such interference with our

air-cooled torch.

The effect of the nebulizer gas flow rate on the La+ signal and signal ratios for both

LaO+/La+ and La2+/La+ are illustrated in Fig. 9. Generally the LaO+/La+ ratio from the air-

cooled plasma is higher than that from the conventional plasma. Under the nebulizer gas

flow rate that produces the maximum La+ signal (“top of the mountain”) [33,34], the signal

ratio LaO+/La+ is 3.52°/0 for the air-cooled plasma, compared to 0.97°/0 for its conventional

counterpart. Nonetheless, the LaO+/La+ ratio of the air-cooled plasma can be reduced

drastically to 0.86% if the nebulizer gas flow rate is decreased slightly to 0.70 L/rein. Only -

10% of the sensitivity for La+ is sacrificed. Table 2 indicates that even with this loss, the

sensitivity for various elements remains comparable to that obtained from the conventional

plasma.

Under these conditions, Fig. 9 shows that the La2+/La+ ratio from the air-cooled

plasma is only” 1.07%, which is substantially lower than the -4% ratio seen from the

conventional plasma at its optimum aerosol gas flow rate. Altogether, operating the air-,’

cooled plasma with an aerosol gas flow rate slightly lower than that which maximizes ~
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signal lowers the abundance of both MO+ and M2+ with little sacrifice in ~ sensitivity. The

secondary discharge typically becomes worse at low power [24,25], but aerosol gas flow rate

is reduced accordingly, and the sampler is inserted further into the plasma. Both these latter

conditions mitigate the severity of the discharge, and the smaller La*+/La+ ratios from the air-

cooled torch indicate that the secondary discharge is not a problem in this case.

Background ions

Many torches for AES that use extremely low Ar flow suffer from air entrainment,

which cools the plasma, produces molecular emission or polyatomic ions, ,and degrades

stability [8,9, 15-22]. It is our experience that a scan of the background mass. spectrum is a

good tool to evaluate such effects. Figure 10a is a mass spectrum from the air-cooled plasma

operated under its typical operating conditions (Table 1); that of a conventional plasma is

displayed in Fig. 10b. In this experiment the detector gain is reduced and a small retarding

voltage is applied to the quadruple to minimize counting losses for the major background

ions.

The low-flow plasma (Fig. 10a) produces a similar spectrum and background species

as the conventicmal torch (Fig. 10h). The relative abundances of some species (0~, H*O+,

02+and ArH+) are moderately higher in the air-cooled plasma. The combination of solvent

load and shorter residence time in the smaller externally cooled plasma might contribute to

the less efficient dissociation of these species. Regardless, the background spectrum from

the air-cooled plasma does not show signs of severe cooling or other disturbance from air

entrainment. The outer Ar flow of 4.50-4.75 L/rein used throughout these experiments

provides adequate protective shielding, as long as the sampling orifice is flush with or inside
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the end of the torch. If the plasma is retracted further from the end of the torch than the

position shown in Fig. 2, air entrainment becomes an obvious problem.

Matrix effects

Matrix effects are generally described ~ a change of analyte signal under the

influence of one or more concentrated concomitant elements. In ICP-MS, the matrix effect

normally results in a suppression of signal [33,38-40], although some enhancements have

been reported [41 ,42]. The current investigation is performed by monitoring the influence of

Na matrix on signals for three analyte elements (Co+, In+ and T1’), which represent elements

of low, moderate and high atomic weights. Naturally, such matrix effects are monitored for

both the new air-cooled plasma and the conventional one. Both plasmas are operated under

their own optimum operating conditions, as described above. Recall that a highly-efficient

ultrasonic nebulizer is used, so the matrix effect should be more severe than that seen with a

typical pneumatic nebulizer.

The signals obtained are normalized and plotted against Na concentration as shown in

Figure 1la-l 1c. For the conventional plasma, the signal suppression for all three analyte ions

follows the trends expected; Co+ signal starts to decline in the presence of -1 ppm Na and

continues to fall considerably as the concentration is increased. Less than 0.02°/0 of the

original Co+ signal remains in the 1000 ppm matrix solution. The suppression effects are less

severe for In+ and Tl+, as more than 10 and 15% of the original signal are recovered in 1000

ppm matrix solutions. This observation agrees with other studies [31,43] in that heavier ions

with greater kinetic energies are more tolerant to the matrix suppression.

For the air-cooled plasma, the matrix effect curve for Co+ is very similar to that from

the conventional ICP. Actually, the suppression effects for In+ and Tl+ in the air-cooled
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plasma are slightly less severe than those from the conventional plasma. In general, both
m

plasmas appear to possess comparable degrees of tolerance to matrix suppression.

Conclusions

An externally air-cooled torch has been developed with an air jacket added to a

minitorch. This external air flow allows drastic reduction of the outer Ar flow, and a

concomitant decrease in forward power, without other modifications to the load coil or the

instrument. For ICP-MS, this low-flow plasma (total Ar ffow -6 L/rein) produces the same

basic analytical performance as a conventional ICP.

The plasma obtained under these conditions is slightly smaller than usual. Therefore,

the sampling cone is thrust inside the end of the torch, so the ions are extracted before air can

be entrained. The precision is sensitive to auxiliary gas flow; 0.5-(1.6 L/rein is necessary. An

aerosol gas flow rate of 0.72-0.75 L/rein provides maximum sensitivity for virtually all

analyte elements, which indicates that the same conditions can be used for measurement of

many elements. Although the metal oxide ion ratios are slightly higher than those obtained

with a conventional plasma under this aerosol gas flow, a small reduction of the aerosol gas

flow rate resolves this problem with little sacrifice in sensitivity. M2+/M+ ion ratios are

comparable to those produced by its conventional counterpart.. The air-cooled plasma

exhibits no signs of air disturbance or additional background ions. The secondary discharge

and matrix effects are similar to those obtained with a conventional plasma.

In all, the externally air-cooled, low-flow torch is very attractive for reduction of

operating costs in ICP-MS with no compromise in analytical performance. The same torch

has been in use for 6 months or -300-400 hours of ICP operation. This method of cooling
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the torch has other potential uses in ICP spectrometry. In ICP-MS experiments with a metal

shield between the load coil and torch, overheating and gradual degradation of the shield can

be a problem. The external tube of this new torch should be cooler than the outer tube of a

conventional one, which should mitigate this problem and extend the lifetime of the shield or

facilitate its fabrication from inexpensive metals. The new torch is also viable for emission

spectrometry if the plasma is viewed axially through a sampling orifice. This latter work will

be reported in an upcoming paper [44].
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Table 1. Typical operating conditions

Operating Parameter

Plasma forward power ‘(W)

Reflected power (W)

Argon flow (L/rein)

Outer gas

Auxiliary gas

Nebulizer gas

Cooling air flow (L/rein)

Solution uptake rate (mL/rnin)

Sampling position (mm from load coil)

Sampling orifice (mm)

Skimmer orifice (mm)

Conventional Torch

1300

<5

15.00

1.00

1.02

1.00

9

1.40

1.35

Low-flow Torch

850

<5

4.50-4.75

0.60

0.73

70

1.00

“6

1.40

1.35



Table 2. Relative sensitivities of various elements obtained with the air-cooled torch and
conventional torch under its optimum operating conditions.

Analyte ion Sensitivity (cts.s-l.ppm-l)

Air-cooled torch Conventional torch

45SC+

55Mn+

59CO+

75As+

88Sr+

1151n+

139La+

1*4W

208Pb+

3.22x10G

3.47X106

2,65x10G

4.97X105

2.81x10G

3.25x10G

3.54X106

2.04x10G

3.96x10G

3.10X106

3.28x10G

2.38x10G

5.17X105

2.47x10G

3.51X106

3.36x10G

2.23x10G

4.52x10G
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the new externally air-cooled torch.
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Figure 2. Drawing of a) conventional ICP, b) new externally air-cooled torch and ICP,
850 W, 0.75 L/rein aerosol gas flow rate, and c) air-cooled ICP when sampled at
the typical sampling position. A concentrated solution of yttrium is introduced to
delineate the various zones of the plasma.
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Figure 3. Plasma stability curve showing minimum outer gas flow required to safely operate
the plasma at each forward power. ,
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Figure4. Effects of Wfowmdpower ona)Co+ signaImd b)signal precision (%RSD,
n = 200) for the plasma obtained with the air-cooled torch.
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Figure 5.
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Plots of normalized Co+ signal vs. nebulizer gas flow rate obtained with the
air-cooled torch at various RF powers.
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Figure 6. Effect of RF forward power of the air-cooled plasma on the signals of various
analyte ions.
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Figure 7. Influence of auxiliary gas flow rate on a) Co+ signal and b) signal precision

(%RSD, n = 200) from the air-cooled plasma operated at 850 W.
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air-cooled plasma.
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Figure 9. Effect of nebulizer gas flow rate on a) normalized La+ signal, b) LaO’/La’ and
c) La2+/La+ obtained with the air-cooled torch and a conventional torch.
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Figure 11. Influence of Na matrix at various concentrations on the signals of a) Co+, b) In+
and c) Tl+ obtained from the air-cooled and conventional torches.
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CHAPTER 3. REDUCTION OF SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS IN
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY USING A

SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRON SOURCE INSIDE THE SKIMMER:
ION TRANSMISSION AND MASS SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

A paper submitted to Analytical Chemistry

Narong Praphairaksit and R. S. Houk*

Abstract

An electron source adapted from a conventional electron impact ionizer has been

added to the skimmer to suppress space charge effects in inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (ICP-MS). Electrons from this source can reduce the space charge repulsion

between the positive ions in the ion beam. As a result, ion transmission efficiency and

analyte ion sensitivities are significantly improved across the fill mass range. MO+/M+

abundance ratios are not affected, M2+/M+ abundance ratios increase only slightly, and no

new background ions are created by this electron injection technique.

Introduction

ICP-MS has become a powerful analytical technique for elemental and isotopic

analysis. However, there are still some performance limitations that need to be studied and

overcome. One of these is the low overall ion transmission efficiency in most instruments,

which has been attributed largely to space charge effects.1-3 Complications generated by

space charge effects in ICP-MS also include mass discrimination in the analyte response (i.e.

a bias against low-mass ions in favor of high-mass ions), and most importtitly, matrix

*Corresponding author
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effects which normally result in the suppression of analyte signals by concomitant

element(s). These suppression effects are most severe for light analyte ions in the presence

of heavy matrix elements.4-7

Space charge is a net charge imbalance caused by an excess of charged particles,

which are positive ions in the beam extracted from the ICP. The mutual repulsion of these

ions spreads the beam radially, resulting in a defocusing of the ion flow and an overall loss in

the ion transmission efficiency and sensitivity. This sensitivity loss due to the defocusing

effect is a fi-mction of the ion kinetic energy. Under continuum flow in the plasma extraction

process, all ions travel at the speed (v) of the gas flow. Hence, the ion kinetic energy is

proportional to the ion mass (K.E. = 1/2 mv2). Ions of lower mass with lower kinetic energy

are defocused more strongly and transmitted less efficiently than heavier ions with higher

kinetic energies. The result is the disproportionate decrease in sensitivity or mass

discrimination, which also contributes to the matrix effects.

The ICP is electrically neutral with comparable densities of positive ions and

electrons. The gas-dynamic expansion of the plasma into the mass spectrometer through the

sampling orifice is characterized as continuum flow where the plasma remains quasineutral,

i.e. the positive ions are balanced by the equivalent number of electrons. 8 Therefore, no

space charge field should develop between the sampler and skimmer. This theory of neutral

flow in the interface has been supported by the work of several researchers.9-12 The

breakdown of charge neutrality of the plasma and the development of space charge effects is

thought to begin somewhere inside the skimmer. As the ion beam passes through the

skimmer orifice, the pressure and density drop in the high vacuum stage. The mobility of

electrons increases as the beam density decreases. The electron mobility is much larger than
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.

that of the positive ions. As a result, the electrons diffise to form an electron sheath on the

inner wall of the skimmer, leaving the positive ions behind in a flow that is no longer

quasineutral.3 The charge separation is also enhanced by the electrostatic field applied by the

ion lens to draw positive ions from the skimmer and repel electrons.

In a conventional ICP-MS instrument, the ion current passing through the skimmer

orifice is approximately 1.5 mAl. This is well above the few VA required for the

development of a strong space charge field.13 The space charge effects and the defocusing of

the ion beam in this region was suggested by Gdlson et all, who found that the actual ion

current measured at the base of the skimmer was only on the order of 6-20 vA. These

observations were later supported by the electron density measurements of Niu and Houk,9

the time-resolved measurements of the effect of matrix on the ion pulses by Allen et al.14 and

Stewart and 01esik,15 and the theoretical modeling of Tanner.1-2 The latter studies show a

strong defocusing of the ion beam caused by space charge effects even at an ion current of

only a few VA and that light ions with lower kinetic energies are less effectively transmitted

than the heavier ions.

Thus, space charge is a serious problem in ICP-MS and techniques to eliminate, or at

least, minimize space charge effects are desirable. Immediate acceleration of the ions to

reduce the ion density and the space charge was proposed by Turner.lb An acceleration cone

with a bias potential

the ion lens system.

of-2000 volts was placed behind the skimmer to accelerate ions through

This process is not ideally practical for a quadruple mass analyzer, as

the space charge effects could return when ions are decelerated before entering the analyzer.

Although Turner reported some improvements in the mass bias and matrix effects, present
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instruments that. employ this ion acceleration concept still suffer from mass bias and matrix

effects. 17

Tanner et al.11-12took a different approach to cope with the space charge effects by

utilizing a three-aperture interface. The interface consists of a conventional sampler and

skimmer with a third 0.2 mm diameter aperture on a blunt tipped conical support offset 1.5

mm from the ion beam axis. This third aperture reduces the ion current (by reducing the ion

flux) in order to minimize the space charge field. The current measured behind the third

aperture is approximately 10 nA, much lower than the pA level needed to trigger the space

charge repulsion. Although the ion flux is lower by a factor of approximately 150 compared

to that in a conventional instrument, this ion loss is offset by the improvement of ion

transmission efficiency, so the overall sensitivity is comparable to that obtained from a

standard interface. The mass discrimination and matrix effects were also improved as a

result of the absence of the space charge effects along with a more uniform ion kinetic

energies, a character of a transitional flow through the third aperture.

Another strategy to deal with space charge effects is to modify the ion optics to retain

the charge neutrality in the ion beam, minimize the extent of charge separation, and thus

prevent space charge effects until the ions travel well downstream. Ross and Hieftjelg

employed this strategy by removing the ion lens between the skimmer and the differential

pumping orifice while Hu et al.19-20used a slightly positive bias potential on the extraction

lens. Recently, Denoyer et al.21 introduced a simplified ion lens system with only a grounded

photon stop, a single cylinder lens biased with a small positive potential and a grounded

differential pumping aperture. The photon stop is mounted close to the skhnrner so that the

ion beam expands freely around it without a substantial charge separation. The cylinder lens
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then serves as a kinetic energy analyzer. The optimum voltage on this lens is found to be

directly proportional to the ion kinetic energy or mass of the ion and thus can be adjusted to

improve the sensitivity for each analyte ion. The voltage on the cylinder lens can also be

used to discriminate against unwanted ions (e.g. matrix ions) and reduce matrix effects.

Unfortunately, this technique is effective only when the matrix ions have substantially

different kinetic energy than the analyte, i.e., when the masses of the matrix ions differ from

that of analyte ions.

In the present work, we introduce a new approach to balance the charge of the

extracted ion beam behind the skimmer orifice. Previous experiments showed that the matrix

effects occur mainly between the skimmer and the first extraction lens .14 An electron impact

source is added to a side port on the skimmer to add extra electrons to this region. This

electron source supplies an adjustable amount of moderate energy electrons to neutralize the

ion beam in the general region where the charge separation begins. This paper shows that

this electron injection technique reduces the space charge effects and improves the overall

ion transmission efficiency. The companion paper describes substantial reductions in matrix

effects by this method.

Experimental

Instrumentation

All the experiments were performed on a home-made ICP-MS system described

elsewhere. 19-20Modifications to the skiminer and the ion lens are illustrated in Figure 1. A

new skimmer with two side ports at the base was custom built from stainless steel. The
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skimmer has a 1.05 mm diameter orifice and the overall height of4.45 cm which is longer

than the original skimmer. The sampler-skimmer separation is 9.5 mm.

One side port is equipped with a coiled tungsten filament (O.15 mm thick, 1.3 mm

coil OD, 1 cm long, R = 0.8 Q) welded to two electrical feedthroughs on a removable flange.

This filament is commercially available as a spare part in an electron impact ionizer for an

organic GC-MS (Spectrel Ionizer Model 275-R2, Extranuclear Laboratories, Inc;). A

rectangular stainless steel plate on another feedthrough welded to the negative input of the

filament was positioned just below the filament to repel the electrons out of the port. The

two connections to the filament pass through the interface chamber to an electron impact

ionizer controller (Model 275-E2, Extranuclear Laboratories, Inc.), which controls the

electron emission current and electron energy.

Although the extent of electron emission is normally controlled by measurement of

the emission current (the current of electrons emitted from the filament onto a counter

electrode), this parameter was difficult to measure with our system. The extracted plasma

strikes the skimmer and contributes a high, noisy background current on the”skimmer.

Therefore, the current supplied to the filament (filament current) was used as an indication of

the electron emission instead. A digital multimeter (Model 3457A, Hewlett Packard) was

employed for this purpose.

The other side port contains a circular stainless steel plate welded on a feedthrough.

This plate (collector) is either grounded or biased to a slight positive potential to draw

electrons from the source across the ion beam. The former condition was found to perform

better in most cases.
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The ion lens stack contains 7 electrodes, one perforated cylinder, one tapered cylinder

and five circular stainless steel plates with holes aligned in such a manner that bend the ions

off axis to eliminate the photons and neutral species from the plasma and back on axis before

entering the differential pumping orifice. The cylindrical extraction lens was cut

approximately 10 mm shorter than the original one to accommodate the skimmer and avoid

blocking the electron beam path. The ion lens voltages and other typica! operating

parameters are listed in Table 1.

The extraction lens is held at + 4 volts, which typically provides the best sensitivity

for this device. Some of the electrons from the filament may move out of the base of the

grounded skimmer toward the ion lens. Since some of the space charge effect may occur

inside the lens,14 generating the electrons in a region where the voltages are such that they

can move along with the ion beam helps minimize’ the space charge problem.

Operating procedures

Samples were introduced at an uptake rate of 1 mL/min via a peristaltic pump

(Minipuls 2, Gilson). An ultrasonic nebulizer (U-6000AT+, CETAC Technologies, Inc.) was

used. Only the regular desolator was utilized with a heating temperature of 140 ‘C and a

condenser temperure of 2 ‘C. The resulting aerosol was carried through Tygon transfer

tubing (6 mm ID, 1.2 m long) to a standard Fassel torch (Model # 350-05, Precision

Glassblowing) inside a home-made shielding box. The argon gas flows were precisely

controlled by a mass flow controller system (Model 8284, Matheson). The nebulizer gas

flow rate, the ionizer filament current (Ifilm,.t) and the electron energy (E,) were optimized

from day to day to produce the highest sensitivity for Co+ and La+ while maintaining the

signal ratio LaO+/La+ less than 0.5°/0. Data were collected using a multichannel analyzer
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(Turbo-MCS, EG&G Ortec) in either a scanning mode or a single ion monitoring mode. The

quadruple mass analyzer (QPS-638, Extranuclear Laboratories, Inc.) was adjusted to

provide a required mass window with unit mass resolution.

Samples and sample preparation

Solutions of the elements of interest were prepared by diluting 1000 ppm ICP

elemental standards from SPEX CertiPrep (Metuchen, New Jersey) with aqueous 10/0HN03.

The nitric acid used was Optima ultrapure grade from Fisher Scientific. High purity

deionized water (18 Mf2-cm resistivity) was obtained from a water purification system

(Mini-Q Plus, Millipore).

Results and Discussion

General observations

A viewport is present on the second stage vacuum chamber so the emission of the

tungsten filament can be seen. A solution of Co and La at 1 ppm is used to tune the

instrument (nebulizer gas flow, ion lens potentials, etc.) to the optimum operating conditions

before the filament current is turned on. This is referred to as operation in “normal mode”

where the new electron source skimmer with no current should behave just like a

conventional skimmer. Likewise, the performance when the filament is turned on is referred

to as “supplemental electron mode”. The measurement and control of the Ifilmc.t used

throughout these experiments seems to be very accurate and does not suffer from the

background current or RF interferences from the extracted plasma at all. The tungsten

filament can sustain the current as much as 3.0 A for a long period of time, even @ough the
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pressure in this region is fairly high. We have used’only one filament for all of our

experiments and it remains in perfectly good shape.

Measurement of electron emission current

Although it is difficult to measure the actual electron current when the plasma is on,

some estimate of this parameter is necessary to provide insight into the role of the emitted

electrons. Presently, the electron current can be measured accurately only when the plasma

is off and the sampler is plugged. For this experiment, the skimmer is insulated from the

grounded vacuum flange with a ceramic spacer and Nylon screws. The emission current is

then measured from the skimmer wall, which assumes the role of the counter electrode.

Figure 2 is a calibration plot of emission current vs. filament current at Ec = 30 eV. There is

no significant emission current for Ifilm~~tup to roughly 1.50 A. The emission current

increases rapidly as the filament current is turned up from 1.60 A to 2.20 A and the increase

rate is slightly lower after that. The measured electron emission current is in the same range

as the estimated ion current flowing through a skimmer (1-2mA).1’9 Although these

measured values for electron current may not be quite the same while the plasma is sampled,

the trend should be similar, and this plot should still be useful to estimate the emission

current at different Ifilm~~tvalues.

Effects of filament current and electron energy

Obviously, the electron current, the filament current, and the electron energy are

crucial factors in the performance of the electron source. Five medium mass range elements

(Co, As, Y, Sb and La) varying widely in ionization energies were chosen to investigate these

effects ...All other operating parameters, particularly the nebulizer gas flow rate, were

adjusted to yield the maximum I@ signal and kept constant throughout the measurements.
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First, the electron energy was fixed at 30 eV to study the effect of filament current.

plot of normalized signals for these analyte ions vs. filament current is shown in Figure 3.

A

The signals apparently are not affected up to Ifilm~~t= 1.5 A; at low current the filament emits

only a few electrons as suggested by the emission current calibration plot (Figure 2). As

Ifil,~.nt is turned higher, the analyte signals increase rapidly and maximize at approximately

1.90 A. The sensitivity improvements range from 70% for As+ up to 120% for Co+. The

signals fall off slightly as current is increased firther.

The electron energy is determined by the potential difference between the vokage on

the repelling plate and filament vs. the grotided skimmer and the collector. The filament

current was fixed at 1.90 A (electron current -0.8 rnA, Figure 2) to examine the effect of

electron energy on analyte signals (Figure 4). Below 15 eV, the additional electrons from the

filament do not improve the signals even though the filament is operated at the optimum

current. Presumably, such low-energy electrons are not driven out of the port into the ion

beam path. Above 20 eV, the signals increase significantly and eventually reach a plateau

when the electron energy is greater than 30 eV for all analyte ions except As+ whose signal

falls off only slightly. Arsenic is the toughest element to ionize (IE = 9.81 eV) among the

five elements studied and is chosen to investigate whether the electron beam at high energy

can improve its ionization efficiency. This is found not to be the case even if the electron

energy is as high as 90 eV, the maximum energy that can be provided by the ionizer

controller.

Background ions and background mass spectra

Initially, there was a concern that the electron source used in our experiments would

create additional background ions from the residual gas, particularly the diffusion pump oil
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vapor. This electron source is similar to the electron impact ionizer employed for the

ionization of gaseous samples in a GC-MS system. Deionized water is nebulized to acquire a

background mass spectrum. The detector voltage was turned down slightly and a small

retarding potential was applied to the quadruple bias to keep the major background ions

(Ar+, ArH+, 0+, etc.) on scale without counting loss.

Figures 5 and 6 are spectra of background ions produced under the optimum

operating conditions in the normal mode and supplemental electron mode respectively. ‘In

Figure 5, the background spectrum is dominated by Ar+ along with the typical distribution of

other common background ions. A background spectrum with the filament operating at 1.90

A and 30 eV electron energy (Figure 6) is almost identical to that obtained without the added

electrons. No new background ions of any kind were seen. The only difference is that the

signals from virtually all ions increase significantly when the electrons are supplied. On the

other hand, the background count rates remain the same under both conditions

(approximately 16 counts.s-l for the normal mode and 18 counts. s-] for the supplemental

electron mode) which means only the signals generated by ions from the plasma are

enhanced.

An extensive scan of the background spectrum over the high mass region reveals

neither additional background ions nor ~ or other ions containing tungsten from the

filament. Such ions would not be expected anyway, since the voltage on the extraction lens

is kept more positive than that on the skimmer.

It should be noted that the signal from 40Ar2+in the spectrum under the supplemental

electron mode is almost 20 fold larger than that obtained from the normal mode. This cannot

be explained based on the enhanced ion transmission efficiency alone when compared to the
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enhancement factor for 75As+. Apparently, Ar2+ is produced more extensively with the

supplemental electron source but the mechanism is not known at this time.

Metal oxide and doubly charged ions

Lanthanum was chosen for this study because LaO+ is one of the most refractory

oxides (dissociation energy = 8.89 eV). This element can produce a significant amount of

La2+ (2nd ionization energy of La = 11.06 eV) as well. Figure 7a shows the relationship

between normalized La+, LaCl+and La2+signals vs. nebulizer gas flow rate under the normal

mode with no supplemental electrons. The best La+ sensitivity is obtained at a flow rate of

approximately 0.98 L/rein. The ~ signals for other elements also peak at this flow rate.

For the other ions, LaO+ and La2+, the tops of the “mountains” are located at

substantially higher flows, by 0.22 and 0.10 L/rein respectively. Under the best analytical

flow rate (maximum La+ signal), these two interfering ions are kept relatively low as can be

seen in Figure 7b where both LaO+/La+ and La2+/La+ signal ratios are approximately 0.2-

0.3%..

Similar plots obtained with the electron source at 1.91 A filament current and 35 eV

electron energy are depicted in Figures 8a and 8b. The “mountain” patterns for LaO+ and

La2+ are nearly identical to the ones shown earlier, whereas the peak for La+ shifts to a

slightly higher flow rate, roughly 1.02 L/rein. At this optimum flow rate, the sensitivity for

La+ is approximately 3 times higher than that obtained with the bestcondition under the

normal mode. Although the tops of the mountains are brought a little closer, the peaks of

LaO+ and La2+ are still well separated from that of La+. Because of the steep slopes of the

plots for LaO+ and La2+, the levels of these two interference ions are still small under the best

operating condition. The LaO+/La+ andLa2+/La+ signal ratios at this flow rate remain only
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0.3 and 0.5% respectively. The slight increase of La2+/La+ signal ratio can be attributed to

more efficient recovery of doubly charged ions in the reduced space charge field induced by

the supplemental electrons.

Sensitivity enhancement

A variety of elements listed in Table 2 ranging from a low mass (7Li+) to a high mass

(208Pb> are selected to evaluate the magnitude of signal improvement. The sensitivity was

measured from the peak signal and converted into the ion count rate per unit concentration.

The measurement was performed under a single set of operating conditions for all elements.

This multielement condition is optimized simply by maximizing Co+ signal. A slightly

higher nebulizer flow rate is required to meet the multielement condition with the operation

of the electron source as seen from the previous experiment. The electron source was

operated at the best current and electron energy of 1.90 A and 37 eV respectively.

The sensitivity for each analyte ion under both modes along with its sensitivity

enhancement factor are also listed in Table 2. Admittedly, the overall sensitivity is relatively

low compared to that obtained from most commercial ICP-MS instruments, which is a

characteristic of this home-made instrument. Nonetheless, the sensitivity is less important to

this study than the sensitivity enhancement factor. As expected, the sensitivity of all analyte

ions is improved by at least a factor of 2-3 under a single operating condition. The
,

enhancement factors are slightly higher for the lower mass ions, as much as 5.68 for Li+.

This sensitivity enhancement when used with appropriate blanks also ensures an

improvement in detection limits for those ions that are not obscured by interfering ions from

the plasma, e.g. higher mass elements. This could prove to be a very usefi.d benefit in some.
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applications that deal with trace elemental analysis of very low concentration samples, for

example, radioactive materials or chromatographic samples.

Space charge vs. supplemental ionization

The sensitivity improvements shown in Table 2 could be caused either by enhanced

ion transmission as a result of the reduced space charge effects or simply by additional

ionization of neutral atoms by electron impact. The following observations lead us to believe

that this sensitivity enhancement is truly the result of a reduced space charge field.

First of all, the extraction lens is more positive than the skimmer by + 4 volts. Thus,

positive ions produced by electron impact inside the skimmer should not enter the extraction

lens. Ions made inside the extraction lens by electrons from the filament would be

transmitted into the rest of the ion lens, however. Second, the sensitivity enhancement factor

for As+ is similar to those of other elements that are supposedly 100% ionized in the plasmas

If the additional metal ions were created mainly by electron impact on neutrals extracted

from the plasma, more As+ signal and little or no enhancement for other easily ionized

elemen~s would have been seen. Changing the electron kinetic energy above 10 eV does not

substantially affect the signal ratios As+/Co+ or La*+/La+ (Figure 9), which corroborates this

point.

Third, the enhancement factors of the lower mass ions are substantially higher than

those of heavier ions. This observation is expected from space charge considerations, which

indicate that lower mass ions of lower kinetic energy are defocused and lost more extensively

under the space charge field. Thus, the transmission for these ions should improve

proportionately more than that for the heavier ions when the space charge is reduced. ,Fourth,

the nebulizer gas flow rate that maximizes M+ signal under the electron-enhanced mode is
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similar to that obtained under the normal mode (Figures 7 and 8). If additional ions were

produced mainly by electron impact, the optimum flow would shift to a substantially higher

flow rate that favors the production of neutral atoms in the plasma. Except for Ar2+,

supplemental electrons do not change the relative abundance of background ions. Fifth, the

electron source used in this study is similar to an electron impact ionizer utilized in a GC-MS

system. The ionization efficiency of even a “closed” or “tight” ionizer is seldom better than

- 0.1%.22 One should not expect much additional ionization from the electron source in the

relatively large volume of the skimmer. Finally, the electron current (- 0.8 mA) that

maximizes M+ signal is close to the ion current expected through the skimmer (- 1.5 mA).

Overall, the results clearly indicate that the ion transmission efllciency and the

analytical sensitivity of all analyte ions can be improved significantly with the addition of

electrons to the ion beam behind the skimmer orifice. The supplemental electrons

presumably balance the excess positive charge in the ion beam as the quasineutral state

breaks down and reduce the space charge repulsion among ions as they are transmitted

Iiu-ther downstream. A similar result is seen when ions are trapped (with electrons) in an

electron impact ion source prior to analysis by time-of-flight23 or multiple pass quadrupole24

mass spectrometers.

Conclusions

The supplemental electron source inside the skimmer proves to be a very useful

technique. When operated properly, these electrons can counteract space charge problems in

the ion beam downstream of the skimmer. As a result, the overall ion transmission efficiency

is significantly improved. For maximum improvements in ion transmission, the source is
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best operated at a filament current of 1.90-1 .95A with electron energy of 30-40 eV, of which

the corresponding electron current is approximately 1 mA, comparable to the typical ion

current through the skimmer. Analyte ion sensitivities can be improved by at least a factor of

2-3 across the whole mass range under a single operating condition. The LaO+/La+ and

La2+/La+ signal ratios and the levels of most background ions remain comparable to those

obtained without the added electrons. The new technique apparently does not create any new

background ions and only improves the analyte ion signals while maintaining the same low

background count rate similar to that obtained from a typical skimmer. These observations

can also be used as supportive evidence that the space charge effects occur mainly between

the skimmer and the extraction lens, because this is where the extra electrons are aimed.

Other space charge-related problems such as matrix effects are also reduced using this

electron source, as described in the companion paper.25 Recent experiments show that the

same concept can be adapted for ICP-MS devices with a negative voltage on the extraction

lens, so this method is of potential value for all types of ICP-MS device. Furthermore, this

electron source may be usefid for reducing multiply charged ions and space charge effects in

.,electrospray mass spectrometry as well.2G-27
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Table 1. Typical operating conditions

Plasma conditions

Forward power

Reflected power

Outer gas flow

Auxiliary gas flow

Nebulizer gas flow

Solution uptake rate

Sampling position

Sampling orifice

Skimmer orifice

Ionizer filament current

Electron energy

Ion lens potentials

Extraction lens +4V

Lens # 2 - 150V

Lens # 3 -225 V

Lens # 4 +46V

Lens # 5 -500 v

Lens # 6 +8V

Lens # 7 +3V

Differential pumping plate -105V

1.3 kW

<5W7

15.0 L/rein

1.0 L/rein

0.9 – 1.1 L/rein

1.0 mL/min

8 ,mm from load coil

1.40 mm

1.05 mm

1.9–2.OA

30”–40eV
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Table 2. Relative sensitivity and enhancement factor for various elements measured with the
normal and supplemental electron operation modes.

Analyte ion Sensitivity (cts.s-l.ppm-i) Enhancement

Normal mode Supplemental electron mode factor

7Li+ 119 676 5.68

27A1+ 3.38x104 1.21X105 3.58

45SC+ 1.28x105 4.03X105 3.16

59CO+ 1.27x105 3.83x105 3.02

“Zn+ 2.26x104 4.59X104 2.03

75As+ 1.26x104 2.77x104 2.20

89~ 3.03X105 6.21x105 2.05

103Rh+ 6.37x104 1.44X105 2.26

139La+ 6.11x104 1.49X105 2.43

175Lu+ 2.07x105 6.19x105 2.99

208Pb+ 1.90X105 5.52x105 2.90
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the modified electron source skimmer and the ion lens
system. S: sampler; SK: electron source skimmer; F: Tungsten filament;
R: electron repeller; EXT: extraction lens; L2-L7: lens # 2- lens # 7;
DPP: differential pumping plate..
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Figure 2. Calibration plot of emission current vs. filament current, electron energy= 30 eV.
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Figure 3. Plots of normalized signals for various analyte ions vs. filament current.
E.= 30 eV.
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Figure 7.
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CHAPTER 4. ATTENUATION OF MATRIX EFFECTS IN
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY WITH A

SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRON SOURCE INSIDE THE SKIMMER

A paper submitted to Analytical Chemistry

Narong Praphairaksit and R. S. Houk*

.

Abstract

Electrons are added from a heated filament at the base of the skimmer to reduce the

space charge repulsion in the ion beam. This techrique improves the analyte sensitivity

moderately and also minimizes the matrix effects caused by other elements in the sample

significantly. The suppression of signal for even the most troublesome combination of light

analyte and heavy matrix elements can be attenuated from 90- 99°/0 to only 2- 10°/0for 2

mM matrix solutions with an ultrasonic nebulizer. The supplemental electron current can be

adjusted to “titrate” out the matrix effects as desired.

Introduction

Despite its overwhelming success for elemental and isotopic analysis, inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is still somewhat vulnerable to some

problematic interferences. Interferences encountered by ICP-MS can be classified into two

categories, spectroscopic and non-spectroscopic interferences. Spectroscopic interferences

are generally spectral overlaps caused by the atomic or polyatomic (e.g. oxide, hydroxide,

argide, etc.) ions produced by the background ions or the matrix elements. The nature of

$

*Corresponding author”
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most of these interferences has been studied and a variety of techniques, e.g. solvent

removall-G, cool plasma7-10, collision cellsl 1-13,high resolution mass spectrometer14-lG, etc.,

have been developed to successfully counter the problems.

Non-spectroscopic interferences, commonly known as matrix effects, are

characterized by changes in analyte signal influenced by the presence of matrix elements.

This normally results in a suppression of analyte ion signals as the concentration of matrix

increases17-25, although signal enhancements sometimes have been observed as well.20>25-26

The magnitude of the matrix effect is strongly dependent on the atomic mass of analyte and

matrix ions and somewhat dependent on their degrees of ionization. Typically, the matrix

effect is most severe when the analyte ions are light with high ionization energy in the

presence of heavy matrix elements with low ionization energy. Furthermore, the extent of

the matrix effect is dependent on the absolute concentration of the matrix element rather than

on the relative concentration of analyte to matrix elements.22

Matrix samples can influence analyte sensitivi~ in many aspects from the sample

introduction to the ion transport inside the mass spectrometry. A change in the viscosity and

density of the sample due to the matrix can alter the nebulization efficiency, droplet size

distribution and solvent load to the plasma and eventually the temperature and ionization

efficiency of the plasma.27 Deposition of matrix salt on the sampler and skimmer can clog

the orifices and significantly reduce the analyte sensitivity as well as affect the long term

stability of signal. However, the most troublesome influence from matrix elements has been

attributed mainly to space charge effects in the ion beam. A positively charged ion beam

focused toward the ion lens creates a space charge field, which results in coulombic repulsion
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between ions. Ions are defocused under a space charge field with the transmission loss being

greatest for light ions with low kinetic energy.
●

A variety of techniques have been utilized to overcome the matrix effects. Internal

standardization has been the most widely used and effective means to compensate for the

matrix effects .28-29However, the selection of proper internal standard elements, ones that

behave similarly to analyte elements in the plasma (e.g. close in mass and ionization energy)

and do not interfere with the analytes, can be challenging. Adding the internal standard also

risks contamination of the sample. Several polyatomic ions, e.g. 12C+,14N2+,1602+,40Ar1GO+,

40Ar2+,MO+ etc., have been proposed as alternate internal standards to minimize the number

of added elements.20y30 Despite some success with this approach, caution should be taken as

the formation mechanism and the nature of these polyatomic ions are different from those of

analyte ions, and a possible mass discrimination could influence the validity of the correction

as well.

Another strategy to counter the matrix effects is to reduce the matrix ion density in

the ion beam. This can be accomplished by simply diluting the sample or adjusting the

operating and instrumental parameters such as changing the nebulizer gas flow rate,

increasing sampling position, increasing the solvent load, readjusting the ion lens potentials,

etc.22>31-34Although these techniques mitigate the matrix effects to some extent, they usually

come with the expense of analyte sensitivity or additional polyatomic interferences and

sometimes can be quite a time consuming process. Furthermore, dilution of samples is also

limited by the purity of blank.

Matrix effects can be eliminated with chemical or physical separation methods.

Precipitation and solvent extraction have been used successfully to remove the matrix from
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samples prior to analysis by ICP-MS.35-37 However, chromatography has been the most

popular means for this task owing to its on-line nature. Chromatography using either ion-

exchange or chelating resins for matrix removal has proved to be a very successfid technique

in eliminating the matrix for the analysis of real samples.3841 Matrix separation can also be

achieved by controlled potential electrodeposition42 and selective volatilization using

electrothermal vaporization (ETV).43 Unfortunately, all these sample pre-treatment

processes can be lengthy and can cause some drawbacks such as serious sample

contamination and unnecessary dilution.

Recently, several instruments have been described that reduce the matrix effects

substantially. Tanner and co-workers44 developed a three-aperture interface intended to

minimize space charge effects. A small third aperture positioned off axis from the ion beam

path reduced the total ion density and lowered the space charge field. As a result, matrix

effects fi-om space charge repulsion were improved appreciably. Denoyer et al.45 employed a
.

new ion optical system which allows the ion beam from the skimmer to expand freely around

a photon stop into a single cylindrical ion lens. Thk ion lens also serves as a kinetic energy

analyzer and the lens potential can be adjusted to discriminate against “thematrix ions. This

latter scheme only works well when the masses (i.e. the kinetic energies) of analyte and

matrix ions differ significantly.

In the accompanying paper4G, we introduced a new method for reducing the space

charge effect. An electron source similar to that in an electron impact ionizer was added to a

side port of the skimmer. This source supplies electrons to balance the excess charge of

positive ions in the ion be~ behind the skimmer. This is the region where the matrix ions

influence losses of analyte ions most substantially.47 Consequently, space charge repulsion is
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reduced and ion transmission efficiency as well as analyte sensitivity are improved

significantly. The current investigation will focus mainly on the use of this electron-

enhanced interface to attenuate the matrix effect, which is a serious space charge-related

problem in ICP-MS.

Experimental

The home-made ICP~MS device used throughout this study as well as the

cotilguration and the operation of the electron-enhanced skimmer have been described in the

companion paper~G In brief, a tungsten filament was used as a source of therrnionically

emitted electrons in a side port located on the skimmer base. The emission of electrons is

regulated by the current supplied to the filament (Ifilm~~t)from an electron impact ionizer

controller (Model 275-E2, Extranuclear Laboratories, Inc.). Electron energy is determined

by the bias potential on the repeller (relative to the grounded skimmer), which is positioned

just under the filament. The optimum operating conditions that reduce the space charge and

improve the ion transmission and analyte sensitivity were found to be a filament current of

1.90-1.95 A and electron energy of 30-40 eV.

All analyte and matrix element solutions were prepared from either 1000 or 10000

ppm ICP elemental standards from SPEX CertiPrep (Metuchen, New Jersey). The standards

were diluted to the desired concentration with aqueous 10/0HN03 prepared from an ultrapure

grade concentrated nitric acid (Optima, Fisher Scientific) and high purity deionized water (18

Mf2-cm) obtained from a water purification system (Millj-Q Plus, Millipore). Matrix-

matched blank solutions (containing concomitant elements only) were also prepared in the
.

same manner.
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All samples were introduced with a peristaltic pump (Minipuls 2, Gilson) at 1

rnL/min to an ultrasonic nebulizer (U-6000AT+, CETAC Technologies, Inc.). The desolator

was operated at 140 ‘C heating and 2 ‘C cooling temperatures and was used without the

membrane desolator. Solutions were introduced using the following procedure. For each

matrix effect study, a solution containing only analyte element(s) was introduced first

followed by a 1% HN03 blank solution. The signal was allowed to return to baseline to

ensure the absence of memory effects. The next solution containing analyte and matrix

elements was then nebuIized, folIowed by a blank solution to check for memory. Matrix-

matched blank solutions were also analyzed in between each matrix sample to determine if

there was analyte signal from reagent impurity and background corrections were made when

necessary.

The instrument was optimized on a daily basis with some key parameters particularly

nebulizer gas flow rate, filament current and electron energy adjusted to maximize the

analyte ion signal. Other common operating parameters, such as ion lens voltages, are

described in the companion paper.4b A multichannel analyzer (Turbo-MCS, EG&G Ortec)

was used to collect data. The data acquisition was performed in either a scanning mode

when a muhielement sample was analyzed or a single ion mode when only one analyte

element was monitored. All the values reported are the average of at least 5-10

measurements for each sample.
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Results and Discussion

Effect of easily ionized element

Matrix ions with low ionization energy (<8 eV), which are fully ionized in plasm~

cause more severe matrix interferences than those with higher ionization energy. 17>48

Therefore, Na (IE = 5.14 eV, 100% ionized) was chosen as the first matrix element for study.

In addition, Na is a common element oflen present at a relatively high concentration in many

important samples. A solution of 1 ppm Co in different concentrationsofNa(0.01 -1000

ppm) was analyzed in both normal mode and electron-enhanced mode. The matrix-induced

suppression of Co+ signal as a finction of Na concentration is illustrated in Figure 1. In

normal mode, i.e. electron source off, Co+ signal starts to suffer from the presence of Na

matrix at a concentration of 10 ppm with almost 20°/0 signal loss and continues to drop until

only approximately 1 0/0of original signal is left at 1000 ppm Na. The signal suppression

observed here is more severe than usual mainly because of the high transport efficiency (20°/0

or more) of the ultrasonic nebulizer used in our instrument, which presents an additional

challenge to our system.

A substantial improvement in the recovery of the signal is clearly observed with the

—

.
operation of supplemental electron source (Ifilment= 1.95 A and Ee = 35 eV). The matrix-

induced suppression of Co+ signal shifts to a higher Na concentration by approximately one

order of magnitude and there is more than 30°/0 of original Co+ signal left at 1000 ppm Na.

Moreover, a complementary sensitivity enhancement of almost a factor of two over that

obtained in the normal mode is observed, as expected.4G
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Titration with electrons to minimize matrix effect

The matrix suppression can be reduced even further simply by adjusting the filament

current to maximize analyte signal in the presence of matrix elements. This tactic is

conceptually similar to a titration technique; in this case the excess positive charge in the

extracted ion beam is titrated with electrons from the filament. Analyte solutions with the

highest matrix concentration (1000 ppm) were used to optimize the operating conditions of

the electron source. The filament current and electron energy were adjusted to maximize Co+

signal under this hostile environment (Ifilm~~t= 2.07A and E. = 27 eV), and these optimum

conditions were then applied for the analysis of all solutions.

Figure 2a shows plots of Co+ signals vs. Na concentration under all three operating

conditions. Clearly, operating the electron source under the electron-rich environment (high

currentj Ifilm..t = 2.07 A) firther attenuates the matrix-induced suppression significantly. All

the signal can be recovered with Na concentration up to 100 ppm, and there is approximately

80% of the Co+ signal remaining at 1000 ppm Na. This improvement is accomplished with a

minor sacrifice in the analyte sensitivity as previously seen when the electron source is

operated with high filament current4G, nonetheless, the signal is still approximately 50-60°/0

better than that obtained without the electron source.

Similar investigations were performed on two other analyte elements with higher

masses (In and Pb, Figure 2b and 2c). When operated in the normal mode, typical matrix

suppressions are seen for both elements. The matrix effect is less severe for Pb than for In or

Co, as expected:1’33 The suppression of In+ signal is reduced appreciably as the electron

source is operated at 1.95 A and even fbrther when operated under the electron-rich condition

(Ifilm.mt= 2.07 A). Lead is one of the heaviest elements and the matrix effect is generally less
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severe due to its high kinetic energy. Operating the electron source under the regular

supplemental electron mode does not greatly improve the signal recovery, however, the

. .
suppression 1s reduced drastically under the charge-tdrated condltlon (Ifil~~~~t= 2.12 A). The

. .

response is almost a straight line over the full matrix concentration range with nearly 95°/0 of

signal recovery in 1000 ppm Na solution.

Effect of atomic weight of matrix elements

The effects of the supplemental electron technique on the matrix effect induced by

different elements were evaluated by monitoring Co+ signal in various concomitant elements

(Na, Ti, Ga, Rh, Ba, Tb, Ta, and Bi) present at 2 mM (46 ppm for Na, 418 ppm for Bi). Plots

of normalized Co+ signal vs. atomic mass of matrix element under all three operating modes

(normal, electron-enhanced, and electron-rich) are depicted in Figure 3. Without the

supplemental electrons, the magnitude of the matrix suppression is directly proportional to

the atomic weight of the concomitant element. Only 8’%0of the Co+ signal remains when Bi

is present at418 ppm ( 2 mM). With the electron current value that maximizes sensitivity

(Ifil.~..~ = 1.90 A), the matrix suppression is still present but substantially less severe. The

analyte sensitivity is greatly increased as usual.

The charge titration technique was then performed with the most challenging matrix

(Bi), and the resulting ‘electron current was then applied for the analysis of all solutions. The

signal recovery is greatly improved under this electron-rich condition (Ifilm..t = 2.09 A). A

fi.dl recovery of Co+ signal is observed from solutions containing low to medium atomic mass

matrix elements (Na, Ti, Ga, Rh, and Ba). The signal then falls off only slightly afterward

with nearly 90°/0 of the signal remaining in the Bi matrix solution. ..
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Effect of atomic weight of analyte elements

Barium was selected to evaluate the matrix effects on analyte ions of different masses

because it is relatively heavy and is a common matrix. A solution containing various analyte

elements across the whole mass range in the periodic table (Mg, Co, Y, In, Pr, Lu, and Pb)

was prepared in both clean solutions (10/0HN03) and 200 ppm Ba. Analyte responses were

measured under both normal and electron-rich operating modes for both solutions. The

signal ratios are then taken and plotted as a fhnction of analyte ion mass as shown in Figure

4. As expected, without the additional electrons (normal mode, I = O), analyte ions of all

masses are suppressed by the Ba matrix. The magnitude of the suppression is most severe at

low mass and declines smoothly as the analyte mass increases.

A significant improvement is observed when the ski~er is operated under the

. . .
– 2.08 A). The matrix suppression is far less dependent onelectron-rich condltlon (Ifil~~~nt–

the ion mass. The signal ratios obtained are nearly identical with close to 100% of signal

recovery for the medium to high mass ions and 90°/0 for the relatively low mass ions.

Suggested mechanism for signal enhancement and reduction of matrix interferences

Altogether, the supplemental electron source and charge titration method counter the

matrix suppression quite effectively. These results confirm those in the companion paper4s

and the previous work47 that the space charge effects occur mainly between the skimmer and

the extraction lens. The additional electrons applied to the ion beam behind the skimmer

orifice are believed to reduce the space charge repulsion and mitigate the matrix effects.

These excess electrons presumably counteract the excess charge and shield the analyte ions

from the greater space charge repulsion induced by matrix ions.
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This phenomenon is qualitatively depicted in Figure 5. Analyte ions, matrix ions,

background ions (not shown), and electrons, entrained in the flow of neutral atoms from the

plasma are extracted through the sampler and atypical skimmer in Figure 5a. As the beam

advances beyond the skimmer orifice, the highly mobile electrons diffuse away and the

charge separation takes place. The space charge repulsion then develops in the ion beam.

With much of the ion beam being matrix ions, light analyte ions are defocused and lost more

extensively creating a typical matrix-induced signal suppression.

On the other hand, electrons added to the ion beam via the supplemental electron

source (Figure 5b) shield the positive ions and reduce the space charge repulsion between

them as the quasineutral state breaks down. These electrons presumably accompany the ions

into the ion optical system, as suggested by the positive potential on the extraction lens, thus

keeping analyte ions from being defocused. Typically, the ion beam density decreases

proportionally to I/z* as ions travel to the axial position z behind the skimmer. Therefore,

the density eventually drops to a point where the total ion current is low and the space charge

is no longer severe. This probably occurs in the extraction lens where ions are then drawn

into a highly negative second lens while a representative population of ions still remains

intact. As a result, the defocusing of light analyte ions is much less severe and the matrix-

induced suppression as well as the overall sensitivity are greatly improved. Although the

sensitivity improvement under this electron-rich mode (50-80°/0 depending on the element) is

lower than the best achievable (200-300%), it is still significantly better than that ,of the

normal mode and the sensitivity loss is easily outweighed by the minimal matrix effects.

While the charge titration technique perfonps best when the electron current is

titrated for each matrix solution, the optimum filament currents for all matrices tested fall in a



Conclusions

This article and its companion4b describe the advantages of adding electrons behind

90

close range (2.07-2. 12 A). In addition, Figure 3 suggests that a fixed current under electron-

rich conditions can suppress the matrix effects for all matrix elements. In practice, a fixed

high electron current (e.g. 2.1 A filament current) can be used to accommodate all matrix

samples for convenience, although the electron current can be fine-tuned for a particular

matrix, if desired.

the skimmer in ICP-MS. Presumably, the supplemental electrons assist in shielding and

balancing the excess positive charge, thus reducing the space charge repulsion between ions.

Analyte sensitivity as well as other space charge-related problems, particularly .matrix

effects, are improved substantially. One distinct benefit of this electron source is that the

number and kinetic energy of the emitted electrons can be controlled fully. Matrix effects

can be improved even further by operating the electron source at moderately higher current

than that which provides the greatest sensitivity enhancement. The matrix-induced

suppression of analyte signal can be greatly minimized for virtually all analyte and matrix

elements for matrix concentrations up to at least 1000 ppm. This technique could prove to be

an ideal solution for the trace analysis of difficult matrices without a compromise in

sensitivity. Selection of internal standards to correct for the remaining matrix effects49

should be simplified by reduction of the severity of the problem in the first place.
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Superior analytical capabilities,
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

minimal interference and cost effectiveness

collectively have always been the ultimate goal of ICP-MS instrumentation development.

Such a goal has been made a few steps closer with the preceding studies in this dissertation.

To reduce the high operating cost of the ICP, a new externally air-cooled low-flow

torch has been developed and successfully demonstrated for ICP-MS applications. Unlike

the earlier designs of air-cooled torches [1-2], the current torch has pressurized air blown

through a closed air jacket onto and around the exterior of the outer tube, thus providing

effective fid more homogeneous cooling without suffering from the air turbulence to the

plasma and requiring no modifications to the load coil. Though a wide range of operating

forward powers and outer gas flows can be utilized, a plasma operated at 850 W with the

outer gas flow rate of approximately 4.5 L/rein offers the best compromise between the

analytical merits and the economical perspective. Overall, this low-flow plasma exhibits

nearly identical desirable analytical capabilities of the conventional ICP while consuming

significantly less argon and power.

A methodology that can alleviate space charge and matrix effects has been developed

and detailed in chapters 3 and 4. The skimmer is equipped with a supplemental electron

source similar to an electron impact ionizer. This source supplies moderate energy electrons,

which presumably neutralize or reduce some of the excess positive charge in the ion beam

downstream of the skimmer, thus reducing the space charge repulsion between ions. The

overall ion transmission efficiency and consequent analyte ion sensitivities as well as the

matrix effects are drastically improved while other critical analytical aspects, such as metal
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oxide ion ratio, doubly charged ion ratio, and background ions remain relatively unchanged

under the operation of this electron source. The source is unique in that it allows a full

control of electron emission and electron energy with a simple electronic circuit. This

feature is beneficial as the matrix effects can be mitigated to a greater extent when the source

is operated under electron-rich (high current) mode where a charge titration technique, of

which the operating conditions of the electron source are optimized to accommodate the

presence of concomitant elements in a matrix-rich sample prior to the analysis, is employed.

The matrix-induced suppression of analyte signal can be greatly minimized for practically all

analyte and matrix elements. In addition, the results of this study can also be used as finther

evidence to clari~ that space charge effects are indeed dominated behind the skimmer.

The prominent analytical characteristics and benefits of the new air-cooled low-flow

torch and the modified skimmer suggest several possible areas for fbture research.

Considering all the preceding works have been performed entirely on a particular homemade

instrument, there is an obvious need for its performance evaluation on commercial ICP-MS

systems. Evaluating the low-flow torch on a commercial ICP-MS should be straightforward

as the overall physical dimension of the torch is almost identical to a conventional torch and

no modification is necessary. However, due to differences in the interface and ion lens

configurations of each commercial system, slight modifications of the electron source maybe

needed but certainly not out of reach.

Apparently the enhanced ion transmission efficiency obtained with supplemental

electrons, as observed by increased analyte sensitivities, is still far less significant than the

estimated loss of the ovefall ion transmission. This clearly suggests that the designs of the

electron source, skimmer, and ion lens system can be further improved in order for the
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technique to perform to its perfection. Finally, the measurements of physical properties, e.g.

electron density, temperature, etc., of the air-cooled low-flow plasma would also be worthy

experiments.
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